Functional analysis of vif genes derived from various primate immunodeficiency viruses.
Replication property in cells of human and simian immunodeficiency viruses (HIVs and SIVs) lacking intact vif gene was evaluated. Of 10 vif mutants constructed in vitro of the major four HIV/SIV groups, only those derived from HIV-1 and HIV-2/SIVmac displayed replication defect. The cell lines non-permissive for the vif mutants of HIV-1 and SIVmac were found to be different. To determine whether Vif is exchangeable between HIV-1 and SIVmac, chimeric virus clones with respect to the vi gene were constructed and virus replication in the cells non-permissive for the vif mutant viruses was monitored. Productive infection in these cells of chimeric viruses clearly indicated that Vif is functionally exchangeable, and that Vifs of different virus origin act through a similar mechanism.